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1. ___________ involves filling and keeping occupied, the position in the organisation 
structure.

     	--->> Staffing

     	      Planning

     	      Corporate Affairs

     	      Compensation

2. The second purpose of the communication system is to link the enterprise with its 
________ environment, where many of the claimants are.

     	      Traditional

     	      Modern

     	      Internal

     	--->> External

3. Controlling is measuring and correcting individual and organisational ___________ 
to ensure that events conform to plans.

     	      Group

     	      Goals

     	      Analysis

     	--->> Performance

4. Communication is essential to all phases of the _______________ process for two 
reasons.

     	      Management

     	      Intermediate

     	      Organization
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     	--->> Managerial

5. The functions of managers and _________ provide a useful structure for organising 
management knowledge.

     	      Investment

     	--->> Management

     	      Organization

     	      Compensation

6. The purpose of an organisation structure is to help create a/an ________ for human 
performance.

     	      Management

     	      Planning

     	--->> Environment

     	      Production

7. Leading involves influencing people so that they will contribute to organisational and 
__________ goals.

     	--->> Group

     	      Employees

     	      Analysis

     	      Managerial

8. Effective managers will regularly __________ the external environment.

     	--->> Scan

     	      Monitor

     	      Evaluate

     	      Implement

9. Designing an effective __________ structure is not an easy managerial task.

     	      Market
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     	      Economic

     	      Product

     	--->> Organisation

10. Plans guide __________ in the use of resources to accomplish specific goals; then 
activities are checked to determine whether they conform to the plans.

     	      Management

     	--->> Managers

     	      Individual

     	      Employees
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